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Video Showings
The short version of the rules is to be polite and don’t make a mess.
Here’s the long version
Quiet, please! The Video Rooms are for watching anime, not for critiquing it or
discussing it. Please be quiet and respectful of your fellow attendees.
FOOD AND DRINK ARE NOT ALLOWED IN THE VIDEO ROOMS BY ANY MEANS.
Don’t make a mess. If you bring it in, take it out. This goes for trash, but also other
belongings. We are not here to clean up after you and cannotbe held responsible for any
items left behind.
4. Leave the chairs how you found them. No musical chairs.
5. DO NOT TOUCH THE EQUIPMENT. Under NO circumstances should you mess with
any of the equipment. There are always Video/Tech staff available nearby to remedy the
situation as
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Africa Salaryman
Africa Salaryman is a comedic take on office life of three African
jungle animals who could be your co-workers in corporate
America.
Kakushigoto
A writer of lewd stories tries to keep his work a secret from his
innocent and unknowing daughter.
Yu Yu Hakusho
One fateful day, Yuusuke Urameshi, a 14-year-old delinquent
with a dim future, gets a miraculous chance to turn it all around
when he throws himself in front of a moving car to save a young
boy.
Kemono Michi: Rise Up
3,2,1...RUMBLE! Pro wrestler Genzo is tasked by the princess to
slay the beasts of the kingdom, but he opens a pet shop to save
them instead!
Yona of the Dawn
Adventures await, as well as shocking discoveries about each
others' pasts. Princess Yona and her companions, including the
four legendary dragons, continue traveling.
Afro Samurai
He’s a legend with an ice cold soul and a jones for revenge: Afro
Samurai. As a kid, he saw his father slaughtered. Now a man,
Afro journeys to the mountain to face destiny. The perpetrators
are gonna get what they deserve.
Gavatation TV
Shuichi Shindou wants to make a famous band. He works on his
band, hoping to get a chance in the public eye, with nothing on
his mind but his musical ambitions. One night as Shuichi writes
song lyrics, his paper blows away, and a stranger picks it up.

Kids on the Slope
The story of Kids on the Slope really starts rolling when the classical
piano-trained Kaoru encounters Sentaro and falls head-over-heels
in love with jazz.
BOFURI: I don't want to get hurt, so ill max out my Defense
Maple doesn't want to experience pain in the VRMMO game she
started playing, so she puts all her skill points into defense until she
can't even move. Somehow it works better than anyone expected.
Now she's got followers??
Cowboy Bebop
Explore the galaxy in this undeniably hip series that inspired a
generation - and redefined anime as an indisputable art form. The
Bebop crew is just trying to make a buck, and they're the most
entertaining gang of bounty hunters in the year 2071.
How Heavy are the Dumbbells you lift
Hibiki Sakura’s love for food is starting to affect her size. In an effort
to slim down, she starts lifting weights at her local gym.
Magic User’s Club
A young girl named Sae Sawanoguchi goes to Kitanohashi High
School and belongs to the Magic Users Club, where she learns how
to use magic that will soon become trade. The town that she lives in
has never exactly been attacked, being in place in the city for a year
to date. She has yet to discover the true strength of her magical
ability, and because of her unintentional clumsiness, none of her
friends realize it either. What would be really helpful to Sae would be
that if something were to happen that would let her fine tune her
talent, and the club's mission to stop the Bell may be her chance to
do that.

Samurai Champloo
Mugen is a ferocious, animalistic warrior with a fighting style
inspired by break-dancing. Jin is a ronin samurai who wanders the
countryside alone. They may not be friends, but their paths
continually cross. And when ditzy waitress Fuu gets them out of hot
water with the local magistrate, they agree to join her search for the
samurai who smells like sunflowers.
Fruits basket (2019)
Tohru goes from living in a tent to rooming with the mysterious
boys of the Soma clan. But she'll learn they have a shocking family
secret!
Snow White with the red hair
Shirayuki was a young girl born with unique apple-red hair. She
meets a famous but foolish Prince Raji, who falls in love with her at
first sight and orders her to become his concubine. With nowhere
else to go, Shirayuki cuts her hair and escapes to a neighboring
country.
Wise Man’s Grandchild
A young man dies in a car accident and is reborn in a magical new
world. The old, yet wise Merlin raises the boy and teaches him all
that he'd ever need to know about magic and survival--all, except
common sense!
Plunderer
In a post-apocalyptic world, each citizen has their identity branded
with their own "Count," which defines their livelihood. But a
mysterious figure has an agenda to steal away these Counts.

Assassination Classroom
A powerful creature claims that within a year, Earth will be
destroyed by him, but he offers mankind a chance by becoming a
homeroom teacher where he teaches his students about how to
kill him. An assassination classroom begins.
Ensemble Stars
At Yumenosaki Private Academy, a school that specializes in
raising male idols, the members of the unit Trickstar work hard to
be the best.
Star Blazers: Space Battleship Yamato 2199
Threatened by an intergalactic superpower, humankind’s last
hope for survival depends upon the help of an alien civilization.
The crew of Space Battleship Yamato has one year to seek out a
device that will breathe life back into their home planet.
Star Blazers: Space Battleship Yamato 2202
In 2202, three years after the Gamillas invasion of the Solar
system, the people in the Solar System are finally at peace. The
Earth's biosphere has been restored with the Cosmo Reverse
System brought by the Yamato at the end of Space Battleship
Yamato 2199. With the end of the war, there is a peace treaty
between Earth and Gamillas which will strengthen their military
bond and secure true peace.
Uzaki-chan Wants to Hang Out!
Buxom Hana Uzaki has taken it upon herself to help introverted
Sakurai be more social—except he didn’t ask for her help.

